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NEW QUESTION: 1
The LCConnection.fetch method performs what action?
A. returns relational database table properties for the
connected database
B. executes a call against a relational database
C. returns records to Domino from an executed call against a
relational database
D. creates a connection from IBM Domino to a relational
database
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. An engineer has configured SAF in a Cisco
Unified Communications Manager. The initial configuration has
SAF1 registered as the primary. Which statement about what
happens if SAF1 becomes unreachable and then the connection to
SAF1 is restored is true?

A. SAF2 is elected as the primary SAF, and SAF3 is elected as
the backup.
SAF1 becomes the third SAF when the connection is restored.
B. SAF2 is elected as the primary SAF, and SAF3 is elected as
the backup.
SAF2 stays primary when the connection is restored.
C. SAF2 is elected as the primary SAF, and SAF1 is elected as
the backup.
SAF1 becomes the primary again when the connection is restored.
D. SAF2 and SAF3 are both elected as primary, and SAF1 is
elected as the backup.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
To restore the kernel source to the previous, unpatched,
version, which of the following commands could be used?
A. patch --remove
B. patch -R
C. patch --undo
D. patch --restore
E. patch -U
Answer: B
Explanation:
patch takes a patch file patchfile containing a difference
listing produced by the diff program and applies those
differences to one or more original files, producing patched
versions
-R or --reverse :Assume that this patch was created with the
old and new files swapped. Patch attempts to swap each hunk
around before applying it. Rejects come out in the swapped
format. The -R option does not work with ed diff scripts
because there is too little information to reconstruct the
reverse operation.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the advantage to the customer of HP pigmented OfficeJet
inks with enhanced durability'?
A. Reduced riskof smearing and fading
B. Lower entry price
C. No leakage from cartridges
D. A lower cost per page because cartridges last longer
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.techdata.ca/business/hp/supplies/files/060
9/ink/HP%20Officejet%20
Pro%20pigment%20ink%20technology%20Q&amp;A%20%28Jan.%202009%29%
20.pdf(page 2, Q3)
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